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SIXTEEN ENEMY AIRCRAFT DOW

Mong fighter pilots who accounted for the day’s score of 16 en

aircraft in battles over Northern France yesterday (Tuesday) was one

who destroyed an Me. which was attempting to make a dive attack on

the bombers he was escorting to important targets near Lille. He

made a thorough job of it.

"The Me. 51 he reported, ’’threw debris all over the place when

my fire caught it. Then it burst into flames and went tumbling dcr./n
flat into the American Eagle squadron below. I thought it would
collide with them but the burning Me. dropped right through a gap in

their formation."

After getting his Me. this pilot led his squadrons into battle

against large formations of German Fighters. A Flight Lieutenant and
a Sergeant Pilot in his -wing each destroyed a German fighter.

Altogether 9 lie’s were destroyed in the second British offensive
over France, bringing the total number of enemy aircraft destroyed
in the two daylight sweeps to 16.

Twelve of our fighter aircraft are missing from these two

operations but the pilots of two of them are safe.
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SPY EjCECUTED

George Johnson ARMSTRONG was executed at Wandsworth
Prison this morning.

He was sentenced to death by Hr, Justice Lewis at

the Central Criminal Court on 8 Hay, 1941> having been
found guilty of offences against the Treachery Act, 1940*
On 23 June, 1941$ his appeal was heard by the Court of
Criminal Appeal and dismissed.

Armstrong,a British-born subject. 39 years of ago,
was an engineer, who for short periods in 1939 - 40 had

served at sea.

A few months ago he offered his services to the
German Espionage Organisation operating-against Great

Britain through the intermediary of one of the German

Consuls in the United States of America. On his sub-

sequent return to this country he was arrested and put
up for trial with the result as stated above.

HONE OFFICE
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BUNDLES FOR BRITAIN

RECORD OF FIRST SEC MONTHS.

- "Bundles .for Britain” has now completed its first six months of work in

this country.

Matty people know how this organization originated, in America with an

enterprising woman, Mrs. Wales Latham, and a little wool shop on Fifth Avenue,
but very few realise that the actual bundles sent over here are now only a very
small part of the assistance it is giving*

When Shipping space was restricted by the Lindsay Committee, the quantity
of actual bundles that could be sent was not adeauate to keep, occupied the

vast number of people who wished to work for "Bundles for Britain”.

The tiny shop in Nev/ York is now the parent cf over 1.000 branches in

tarns.large and small, from coast to coast. In fact a visiting American

remarked that it was rapidly assuming the proportions of the Standard Oil Company.

Although the bundles of clothes, old and new, comforts for the Forces*
blankets etc., etc. continue to ar.ive regularly and are dealt with by the

Dudley House Committee, the chief concern is the raising of money

by all these branches.

V/hen the idea of raising money "was put forward, the New York Branch asked

Mrs. Edward Murrow, the Executive Chairman of the London Branch to what cause

this money Could best be devoted, and she suggested the voluntary hospitals, which
was enthusiastically accepted. The ramifications of this decision have- been

greater and more far-reaching than either organization ever conceived.

English voluntary hospitals have now/benefitted to the tune of £63,579 ,

and in addition other worthy causes, such as Lord Mayors Funds for blitzed towns,
Rest Centres, day nurseries and canteens have received generous donations

amounting to £31,024.

TThen the idea of helping the hospitals was adopted, the London Branch

of "Bundles for Britain’’consulted the voluntary hospital authorities as to
which they thought worthy and in most reed of monetary help ard hospitals
both in London and the provinces were visited by a Bundles’ representative who
sent a written report about them to America, and a suggestion as to how a gift
of money could be used for some specific purpose, such as maintenance of

a particular department for a certain length of time, replacing of equipment
lost through bombing or new equipment for country annexes •

This stimulated interest in America in a remarkable manner, and the

branches took such a strong personal interest in the hospital that many of them

adopted individual hospitals for whom they raise funds and from whom they
receive letters and accounts of the hospital’s work.

The London Branch acts as a liaison officer between the hospitals and the

branches in America. All correspondence passes through its hands, but it

endeavours in no way to interfere -with the personal link which the hospital has

•with its adopting Branch.

The two countries have been brought very close together in this way. The

hospitals take a groat inters! in their adopters and try to find out as much as

possible about the town and state in which the Branch is situated and the branches

also study the history of their hospital and its district.

The London Office receives endless enquiries frcm the hospitals for further

intimate details of towns in America of which they had never previously heard and
obscure little hospitals are almost overwhelmed to find their names featured on

programmes of Gala Balls given for their benefit by some large town in the

States. This goodwill and curiosity which "Bundles for Britain” is fostering
Between two great nations is by no means the least of its achievements.

Finally/
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Finally, the fbUdvdng is a quotation from a number of letters

which accompanied, a gift of their own beds from young cadets at the

-New? York Military Acadcmy and which typifies the fine spirit of

friendliness- and co-operation.

. ”i,y ■ dear English Friend,

I am . one of the many Americans in favour of more than just
'’Bundles for Britain” though I' Imow that they are- helping very much.

I ‘hope you arc well and I also wish that I could, take a crack

at Adolf, although I am only thirteen .years old.

Just keep it up). Youre doing your parti We’ll do ours!

Thumbs up, and remember, 'we’re all with ydu,

. Youii American Friend,
(Sgd.) Cadet Bill Ballard”

MINISTIS’ OF WORYTIO.
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NOT FOR PUBLICATION, BROADCAST, OR USE ON CLUB TAPES UNTIL

00.30 D.B.S.T. ON THURSDAY, JULY 10th.
SIMULTANEOUS PUBLICATION ARRANGED.

GOVERNOR OF NEWFOUNDLAND.

The King has been pleased to approve the extension for

a further year from January, 1942, of the term of office of

Vice-Admiral Sir Humphrey Walwyn, K.C.5.1., K.C.M.G., C.B.
,

D. S.O. ,
as Governor and Commander-in-Chief of Newfoundland.

DOMINIONS OFFICE

Note: Sir Humphrey Walwyn was appointed Governor of

Newfoundland in January, 1930. He is the second Governor
to hold office since the setting up of the Commission of
Government in Newfoundland in February, 1934.
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AMERICAN AIRCRAFT ATTACK AERODROME

Fighter Command pilots flying American built

fighter-bombers carried out offensive patrols last night.

They attacked an important aerodrome in Northern
France which is a Luftwaffe base for raids on this

country.

Following each other over the target at short

intervals they kept up the attack in face of intense

flak which came up at them from all sides of the

aerodrome.

While the attack lasted their bombs crashed
down on the runway and landing grounds at the rate

of one a minute. Scores of incendiaries were

dropped as well.

All our aircraft returned, safely.
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CANNED FISH - LICENSING OF CANKERS AND IWLDSALERS

From September 1, 1 941, the canning of fish and the sale by
wholesale of canned fish will be prohibited except under a

licence granted by the Minister of Food in respect of Great

Britain, or by the Ministry of Agriculture for Northern Ireland
in respect of Northern Ireland.

Sale by wholesale means a sale to a person buying for the

purpose of resale but does not include a-sale to a person
buying for the purpose of a catering business carried on by
him.

Members of Wholesale Grocers’ Associations should, obtain

a Form of Application for a licence from the Secretary of their

Association, to whom the form should, be returned, on completion.
Other wholesalers in Great Britain should apply for the necessary

Form of Application direct to the Ministry of Food. Canned
Fish Division, Osborne Hotel, Colwyn Bay, Denbighshire.
Completed Forms of Application must be returned to that address
not later than July 26, 1941*

Applicants in Northern Ireland, should, apply to the Ministry
of Agriculture, General Food. Division, Stormont, Belfast*

MINISTRY OF FOOD
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EGGS FOR UNREGISTERED CUSTOMS

Under the terms of a General Licence issued by the Minister of

Food, retailers are now authorised to sell eggs to the holders of those
ration books for which registration is not necessary, as-well as to

customers registered for eggs. The ration books concerned are;-

Emergency Ration Cards R. B. 7. and R, 8.7A, Emergency Coupons R.G, 33A,
Leave or Duty Ration Cards for H.M. Forces, R.B. 8. arid R.B. BA, and

weekly Seamen’s Ration Books R.8.6.

The Egg Control and Distribution Scheme is at present based upon
the number of consumer registrations for eggs, and retailers are under

an obligation to allot their supplies equitably among their registered
customers. In addition to the basic supply for registered customers,
retailers will receive an allowance to meet special demands. From this

additional allocation, retailers are expected to serve the same number

of eggs, as they are able to supply to registered customers, to members

of the Services holding Leave , and Duty Ration Cards, Weekly Seamen,
Emergency Ration Card holders and, until July 27 to holders of Travellers 1

Ration Books.

The Ministry emphasises that the additional allocation of eggs
must be held in reserve for a reasonable time to meet the requirements
of such unregistered customers.

MINISTRY OF FOOD
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MIDDLE EAST COMMUNIQUE

The following British official communique
was issued from G.H.Q. ? Cairo, today?-

LIBYA: There has been renewed patrol
activity in the frontier area.

ABYSSINIA: Nothing of importance to report.

SYRIA: The advance of our columns
towards Aleppo and Homs is proceeding
satisfactorily.

In the central sector further

local gains have been made.

On the coastal sector, Australian

troops have over-run the main Vichy positions
and are now operating north of the town of

Damour.

MINISTRY. OF INFORMATICS (MILITARY AFFAIRS)
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ENEIK SHIP BOHBED

An enemy supply ship attempting to reach the French Atlantic Coast

under cover of darkness last night was bombed and twice hit by a patrolling
aircraft of the R.A.F. Coastal Command.

The pilot sighted the ship in the moonlight and came in very low to

attack. At least one bomb of the first attack found a solid target, for

after’ the flash of the ezcplosion the effects of the blast were felt inside
the aircraft.

After circling9
the pilot attacked again. This time the flash of, the

bomb’s explosion was more brilliant and its blast shook the aircraft violently.
A sparks came from the ship.
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CDNSING OF BAKIRS

Under the Bread (Licensing of Producers) Order, 194-1, made by
the Minister of Food, it will be an offence after July 28 to

manufacture or produce bread for sale without a licence from the

Ministry of Food.

Licences may be obtained by filling up an Application Form
which will be available at the local Food Office of the district
in which the bakery is situated. These forms will be available

i July 14, and should be returned to the same office, duly
rilled up and signed, as early as possible and at the latest on

July 19.

If producers of bread for sale, whether individuals or

partners or limited companies, make bread at more than one bakery
in the area of any local Food Control Committee, it will only
be necessary to send one Application Form to the local Food Office,
but the address of each bakery must be inserted on the Application
Form. Similarly, one licence will be issued, but it will boar the

address of each bakery which appeared on the Application Form.
Producers who have bakeries situated in the area of more than one

local Food Control Committee will, however, need to make application
to each local Food Office concerned.

There is no need to hold a licence to produce Dread which is,
for example, baked in a cafe or restaurant for use there only, or

iked in an institution for consumption there; nor is it necessary
•do apply for a licence for a bakery at which only cake or flour

confectionery is made.

MINISTRY OF FOOD
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LgDDLE EAST CQIWWUE *

H.-Q.,,, R.A.F.

Middle East,

Wednesday,. July 9, .1 941»

SYRIA:

In Syria yesterday, bomber aircraft of the Royal Air Force attacked

railway sidings and. warehouses near the harbour at Tripoli, and obtained

a number of direct hits with heavy bombs. Aircraft of a Royal Australian
Air Force Squadron carried out a damaging machine-gun attack on Vichy
armoured cars and motor transport vehicles near Beirut.

During the night 7/Sth July, heavy bombers attacked and damaged
Vichy aircraft on the ground at Aleppo and on satellite aerodromes at

Nasrullah, where three of the Vichy aircraft were destroyed.

LIBYA:

In Cyrenaica, Royal Air Force heavy bombers again carried out

successful attacks on the harbour at Benghazi. In one of these raids

a large petrol fire was started on railway terminus sidings. Another

explosive fire was started at the base of the Cathedral mole, causing
a five hundred yards belt of flame which spread along the docks and was

visible for forty miles. Fires were started at the base of the central
mole by another formation which also severely damaged a Cr.42.

GREECE Al® CRETE:

Royal Air Force bomber aircraft also attacked targets at Eleusis

in Greece and on the Island of Crete and caused fires at both places.

From all the above operations all our aircraft returned safely,
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LORD CRANBORNE’S CONGRATULATIONS TO

NWOWLAND.

Lord Cranbome, Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs, has sent
the following telegram to the Governor of Newfoundland:

”His Majesty’s Government have learned with great pleasure of the
excellent Newfoundland budget figures for 1941-42 which have just been

announced and congratulate Newfoundland on this striking achievement.

\ie deeply appreciate the generous financial help which Newfoundland
is affording.

Not merely have the Newfoundland Government been able to dispense
with any grant in aid from the United Kingdom Exchequer, but they have set

aside substantial sums of 500,000 dollars and 300,000 dollars respectively
for a gift for the purchase of fighter aircraft and for interest-free loans
to the United Kingdom Exchequer, while a farther interest-free loan of up
to 2,000,000 dollars is promised for the coming financial year.

®iese valuable and highly welcome contributions to our financial

resources afford further proof of the loyal determination of the people of
Newfoundland to assist to the utmost in the ’ruggle for freedom against
tyranny in which the whole Empire is engaged.

\7e are delighted, that it lias been possible to arrange for the
formation of a Newfoundland Fighter Squadron in the R.A.F. which will be

manned by Newfoundlanders*. They will, we know, give a good account of

themselves against the enemy,”

DOMINIONS OFFICE
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Regarding the request for an armistice sent by Gen, Bentz,
the Political Directorate of Free France states

It was only under the necessity of freeing the Near East of

Nazi influence that the Allied forces entered Syria. For the

Free French Forces, who fully endorsed this action, it was

extremely unpalatable because they knew they would find in front
of them French troops misled by the bad shepherds of Vichy who

were expected to fight for Germany,

In consequence the Free French are particularly happy to

hear of the request for an armistice sent by General Dentz,

They hope it will be possible to conclude hostilities, to overthrow

the German threat to the Middle East and to bring independence
to Syria and the Lebanon within the framework of a Treaty of

Alliance with France whose historical connection with the Levant

will thus be preserved.

It is with the greatest fraternal feelings that they welcome
to their ranks their brothers who have been deceived by a propaganda
of falsehood, who are now resolute in pursuing in common with them

the struggle against Germany, the eternal enemy of the French people.

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION,
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TODESPREAD ATTACKS ON YffiSTERN GEWNP

A section of a large bomber force which attacked Germany’s industrial
resources last night went' to Halle and Leuna, near Leipzig, 550 miles from
London.

At Leuna, they bombed the groat synthetic oil plant of the I.G-.
Farbonindustrie, ono of tho principal factories on vdiioh depends Germany’s
attempt to secure economic self-sufficiency. At great expense of coal and

labour, this plant normally produces 400,000 metric tons of oil a your.

Our bombers made the long journey under a bright moon, and were there
and back within the short hours of the summer night. The target was plainly
seen and bombed. Bombs burst in many parts of the works, often with a great
shower of whito sparks.

A very heavy attack was made on the great railway system of Hamm. The

yard was torn and holed by the explosions of many heavy bombs and the railway
buildings suffered as, well* Large fires were started and could be soon burning
fiercely for many miles on the way home.

One of our bombers which attacked Hamm encountered an enemy fighter. The

roar*gunner drove it off and saw flames coming from its wings and fuselage.

Munster was attacked for the fourth night in succession. Ono pilot described
a huge firo in the town surrounded by many scattered outbreaks. Railway linos

were hit, and on the aerodrome close to the main railway station large buildings
burnt furiously until their walls caved in.

Biclefeldj An important railway centre oast of Munster, was picked out

with the aid of flares, All was quiet there when the first aircraft came over

the town* Within half an hour many fires had started. Bursts wore seen on

the buildings adjoining the railway station and goods yards*

At Essent
whon a stick of bombs was dropped, from little more than J,OOO ft.,

a row of industrial buildings crumpled under the shook.
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AIR MINISTRY COMMUNIQUE

This afternoon heavy bombers of the Royal Air Force, escorted by
fighters, attacked a power station near Bethune. The target was hit by
heavy bombs.

During the operation 11 enemy fighters were destroyed •* one by a

bomber and 10 by the escort.

Seven of our fighters are missing.
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R.A.F. FITTER SAVES SUNDERLAND

Crawling inside the wing of a Sunderland flying boat in flight over the

Atlantic, an R.A.F. fitter plugged and re-filled an oil tank which Ind been badly
holed in a fight with a German bomber. His effort kept the engine running and
averted the risk of a forced landing on the sea.

The Sunderland belonged to a squadron of the Royal Australian Air Force

operating under the R.A.F. Coastal Command. It had fought a heavily armed German

bomber just above the sea until finally the German fled, damaged, into the clouds.

Then the Sunderland crew ftiund that their aircraft too, had been hit.

The port outer-engine oil tank had been holed and oil was pouring out. It was

•nly a matter of time before the engine seised. The Sunderland might then have to

force land on the open sea far from its base.

It is just possible for a small man to stretch out at full length, inside the

wing of a Sunderland, and the fitter volunteered to do so.

The Captain agreed, but only after some hesitation.

“I was afraid that the engine might stop while the fitter was inside the wing,
and that if he had to come down on the water, he might not be able to get out in

time", the Captain said.

“When the fitter began to wriggle into the wing, he found every Justification
for this fear. The struts inside the wing were thick with oil,, and everything was

so slippery that if. the flying boat had come down and the wing had splintered, he

could not have got out.

“To make matters ••worse'', said the fitter, ”1 opened an inspection plate and

out came a spray of oil over my face”.

The only light to help him came through a bullet holo in the wing, but ho

could see that oil was still pouring from holos in the tank.

He crawled back into the body of the flying boat, got some plugs, and going
in again, stopped up the holos.

But that was still not enough. There was only about a gallon of oil left in

the tank, which normally holds 20 gallons.

So the fitter went back once again into the Sunderland’s cockpit. He collected

some plaatic(<)nc - which is carried by flying boat crews for the express purpose
of plugging bullet holes - a hammer and chisel, an empty peach tin (a relic of

his lunch) and two gallons of oil.

Ho pushed them in front of him as he went into the wing, and laboriously
chiselled two holes in the upper part of the oil tank. Then ho made a funnel from

the plasticone and poured in two gallons of oil with the peach tin. It was trying
work, Everytime the Sunderland rocked, some of the oil was spilled and the fitter

slipped about. The part of the tank was level with his oyes and he was in a very

cramped position. The tremendous heat from the engine added to his troubles.

At last he came out and reported that everything was safe.

“He was a terrible sight”, said the Captain, “sweat and oil were dripping
from him but he still wasn*t satisfied.

He smoked a cigarette and then wriggled hack into the vang to put two more

gallons of* oil into the tank.

"We were all right then and we got home without any more trouble".
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In View of an incident which occurred at least half an hour
before the reception of the Soviet Services Mission yesterday which

was given prominence in some newspapers, the War Office desires to
make it clear that the whole matter arose out of a misunderstanding
which was immediately cleared up the moment it was brought to
General ]?ownall r

s attention.

The War Office had specially arranged for the press; the press
photographers and the news reels to be present which showed that it
desired the fullest possible record to be made.

The presence of the Vice-Chief of the Imperial General Staff

showed that the reception vzas of the most cordial nature*

WAR OFFICE, S, W, 1.
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The destruction of thirteen enemy fighters in today’s offensive

operations over the Channel and northern France is now confirmed.

Twelve were shot down fay our fighters and one by a bomber.
Our losses were eight fighters, the pilot of one being safe.
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13 MESSERSCHIiITTS DOW TODAY

Two pilots who were awarded the D.F.C. this morning celebrated their

honour later today when they shot down two Mes. 109’s ‘while escorting the

daylight bombing raid on Northern France

Twelve Me 109’s, some of than the latest F type, were destroyed by
fighters - five by one squadron - and. another one was shot down by a

bomber. Eight of our aircraft are missing, but the pilot of one is safe.

He baled out of his machine on the way back from the French coast and

was seen to go into the Channel. The air-sea rescue service was in action
at once and fighters circled the spot to provide p?otection for the pilot
and rescue launches.

Two Spitfires were suddenly pounced on by six Me. 109’s while they
could still see the pilot below than in the water. They turned to the

attack. One pilot destroyed one of the Mes. It burst into flames

immediately he fired his guns and dived straight into the sea from 2,000
feet.

Just as it hit the water two others got on his tail. He managed to

evade them and, as they overshot, he fired again. He saw bits flying
away from both of the Mes. They made off for France and the pilot officer,
who saw that the pilot below had been picked out of the water, went back

to his base.

The squadron which shot dovm five merely reported laconically on

its return "after bombing we came back with the bombers and came across

various 109*3. Several dog fights ensued."

A Polish flying officer got into a side slip while watching some

109’s above him on the return journey after the bombing.

Wen he pulled out he could not find the rest of the squadron so he

decided to return to England alone and at a low altitude. Near St,

Omer, when he was less than 1,000 feet above the ground, he saw'’ an

Me. 109 ahead of him. He chased it, fired and saw the enemy aircraft
crash into a wood.

He was promptly pursued by three other Me. 109’s and had to hedge
hop to shake than off. He eventually succeeded but had not finished

his day’s work, Coming out of Prance near Dunkirk he saw an anti-

aircraft post, so he shot it up with the remainder of his ammunition.
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It is new known that another enemy fighter was destroyed during
yesterday*s
during the

. offensive operations, making a total of 20 destroyed
day.

It was shot down by a fighter pilot 'who subsequently came

sea and. -was rescued.down. in the
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SORREL DAY CEREMONY

CANADIANS COM.EMORATE YPRES VICTORY

A Central Ontario regiment of the 2nd Canadian Division in Britain recently
celebrated its annual Sorrel Day, which has been traditional since 1917.

The ceremony commemorates the victory at Mount Sorrel, near Ypres, in 1915,
in which one of the battalions which the present regiment perpetuates won special
mention, though it lost 16 officers and 202 men out of 650 engaged.

Cn the anniversary of this event all ranks of the regiment ".rear a sprig of

wood-sorrel. This year it was realised at the eleventh hour that this green, three-

leaf plant "./as difficult to obtain in England, but the Colonel of the regiment saved
the day by locating some in the garden of a private house in the vicinity.

Boxes of the sorrel vrere formally presented by Mrs. A.G.L. McNaughton, wife of

the Canadian Corps Commander, to the officers personally and to the 'warrant officers
for distribution to the N.C.O’s and men. The ceremony was followed by a drum-head

service and a march past to stirring martial music played by the band of the Royal
Marines, which had travelled from a naval base to take part.

As this was the first time since the last war that the regiment had observed

the day in full battle kit, all ranks wore the sorrel in the buckles of their steel
helmets instead of in their forage caps as on previous anniversaries. The only
exception was the St Bernard, "Royal", the regimental mascot, who wore the emblem
in his collar. - Ministry of Information. M.0.1. 1

GIFT FROM SARANAP RUBBER INDUSTRY

Lord Moyne, Secretary of State for the Colonies, has asked the Officer

Administering the Government of Sarawak to convey to the Sarawak rubber industry an

expression of his warm thanks on behalf of His Majesty’s Government for their generous
and public spirited action in making a second contribution to the Imperial Treasury
of £5,852. 17s 3d. for the prosecution of the war. - Colonial Office Press Section

M.0.1. 2

LATEST COLONIAL GIFTS

kith a further instalment of S'] o,ooo, Nigeria’s "-Jin the War” Fund has now

reached a total of 5 60,000.

Another gift of £5,000 has been received by His Majesty’s Government from the

Tanganyika War Fund.

.€BOO to provide a mobile canteen for the Allied forces in Syria has been cabled

by the Syrian and Lebanese communities in Nigeria. - Colonial Office Press Section

M.0.1. 3
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